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Abstract
A steady regime dominated by intermittent blob and hole structures is identified in the plasma state of
a simplemagnetized torus by achieving a quasi-stationary equilibriumusing an openmagnetic field
line configuration. The open helical field line configuration is characterized by a connection length,

L a2 1750c
B

Bz
( )= j cm, and pitch ratio, r 0.01.B

B

B
z =
j

This is realized by superposing a vertical

magneticfied, B ,z to the toroidal field, B ,j and the regime is achieved for B 0.4z  mT.The combined
effect of plasma rotation, arising from a substantial radial electric field, together with an openfield
line, results in vertically elongated plasma profile and an asymmetric sheared poloidal flow. The
analysis shows the existence of densityfluctuations exhibiting universal statistical properties,
dominated by non-Gaussian blob events in the edge region and holes in the core plasma, separated by
a region ascribed as blob birth zone corresponding to a velocity shear layer. Two-dimensional
conditional averaging analyses offluctuations indicate that blobs form in the sheared layer, when the
leading edge of an elongated coherent structure breaks off by differential stretching exerted by the
background fluctuatingfield. Convection of this isolated blob out of the contour corresponding to the
maximum radial electric field in the lowfield side, leads to its ejectionwhile holesmove along the same
contour driven back into themain plasma. The corresponding potential structure shows counter-
rotating E B´ velocityfieldwithin oppositely charged structures, where the embedded electricfield
is consistent with the observed structure propagation. A comparisonwith cross-correlation analysis
yields a similar conclusion except for a slight overestimation of the structure size and lifetime.

1. Introduction

It has long been identified that turbulent fluctuations have a bursty intermittent behaviour, generally known as
intermittent plasma objects or blobfilaments, being responsible for nearly 50%of the particle transport in the
edge scrape-off layer (SOL) transport of fusion devices [1–7]. They enhance the plasma interactionwith the
surroundingwallmaterial boundaries and lead to serious wall erosion, impurity and recycling problems, which
also in future devices such as ITER if left unaddressed [8, 9]. Since turbulence in general has a spatio-temporal
nature, experiments in fusion devices often suffer a setback arising fromdiagnostics access and statistical
uncertainities, restricting the reconstruction of the spatio-temporal evolution of turbulent structures only to a
limited portion of the plasma cross-section. Furthermore, recent computational studies have shown that
evaluating the exact structure shapes, and the associated trajectories, could be laborious due to the large number
of factors that need to be taken into account such as,magnetic geometry, collisionality, 3D effects, kinetic effects
in addition to background instability and sheared flow [10–12]. To complement this, one could observe that
turbulence studies in numerical simulations and basic plasma experiments, have greatly aided in overcoming
these difficulties up to some extent with the adoption ofmore simplified frameworks [13–21]. Basic low-
temperature plasma devices, optimized for turbulence studies, enable one to performdiagnostics with sufficient
spatial and temporal resolution to extract awealth of informationwhere equilibrium conditions can be typically
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achieved in a highly controllable plasma under steady-state operation. In this work, we study the characteristics
of intermittent structures in a simplemagnetized torus (SMT). By collecting data having suitable spatial and
temporal resolution, in a low-temperature toroidal plasma device with an open field-linemagnetic
configuration, we identified two basic structures. Herewe discuss a plasma regime dominated by continuous
formation and transport into the edge of blobs and holes after achieving a quasi-stationary equilibrium.

Intermittent plasma objects aremagnetic field-aligned plasma structures having densities significantly
higher (blob) or lower (hole) than the surrounding background plasma and are localized in the direction
perpendicular to the field [22]. Though extensive literature is available on such structures fromboth fusion and
basic devices, identifying their location, formation, generationmechanism, and propagation under different
plasma backgrounds are still considered to be very challenging. Theory and simulation predict their generation
is associatedwith the nonlinear saturation of the backgroundmagnetohydrodynamic (MHD) instability, and
theirmotion is propelled by the E B´ drift due to the electric field E arising from the curvature and B∣ ∣
effects in toroidal devices [22]. Reported studies associate an interchange instability as one of the dominant blob
generationmechanisms in toroidal devices, while quasi-coherent drift wave and drift wave turbulence playing
the role in linear devices and stellarators respectively [5, 16, 23]. At the same time, gyro-fluid simulations
performed in the vicinity of the separatrix indicate that blob formation is not bound to one particular location or
instability [10]. A recently proposed universalmechanism suggests that their generation is different in the
presence of poloidal velocity shear or of a radial velocity shear in the absence of the former [24].

The SMTdevices have attracted a great deal of interest in the past as a testbed to explore the detection and
study the transport of such structures, due to its geometrical similarities with fusion devices such as curvature
and gradient inmagnetic field [25–39]. But due to the lack ofMHDequilibrium in the closed field line
configuration, structures detected using 2Dprobe arraysweremostlymode-like, large-scale coherent structures,
rather than intermittent ones [40, 41]. By convention, intermittency requires density fluctuations to be
dominated by spiky events with intensity exceeding a threshold value of a standard deviation. This implies a
non-Gaussian positively (negatively) skewed probability distribution function (PDF) as one of the necessary
conditions for the detection of blob (hole) in the single point Langmuir probemeasurement [22], or a steep
leading edge and gentle trailingwake in the conditionally averagedwaveform as the signature of blob ejected
from the unstablemain plasma region into the SOL [13].

Recently, an unambiguous identification of intermittent structures in SMTdevice TORPEXwith ECR
plasma source has been demonstrated under open field lineHelimak configuration [42–44], by achieving quasi-
stationary equilibrium in a plasma dictated by radial shear [38, 45]. In a regime dominated by a parallel loss,
given by N 7 or B 1z  mT, intermittent blob structures are observed to form from a radially elongated
structure at the regionwhere the logarithmic pressure gradient ismaximum,where N is themaximumnumber
of toroidal turnsmade by the field lines inside the device [46, 47]. In the present study, investigations are carried
out to explore the existence of such structures and understand its dynamics in the SMTdevice THORELLO,
characterized by a thermionic discharge plasma [34]. Unlike the previous device, the presence of substantial
radial electric field arising from the negative biasing of plasma source, togetherwith openfield line
configuration, results in a poloidally asymmetric sheared rotating plasma. Specifically, the study focuses on the
dynamics in a background plasma defined as ,z an n¢ > ¢ where zn¢ is the poloidal velocity shear and an¢ is the radial
velocity shear.We identified a suitable regime dominated by parallel loss for B 0.4z  mT, again corresponding
to a N 7 condition. Since SOL transport, controlled by intermittent structures, is known to define thewidth
of the edge pedestals of density and temperature, and blob interactionwith the sheared flow in scenarios such as
the L-H transition is still a topic of active discussion in fusion devices, a better understanding of the intermittent
convective transport under varying background plasma conditions is necessary to improve the understanding of
intermittent turbulent transport inmore general circumstances. Radial variation of higher-ordermoments of
PDF is found to be similar to that observed in SOL of fusion devices. Spatial identification of both blob and hole
structures, their formationmechanism, role of shear layer, conditions for ejection, the role of potential
structures in its propagation are being investigated using time-averagedmeasurements, conditional averaging
techniques and cross-correlationmeasurements.

The remaining part of the paper is organized as follows. A brief description of the experimental setup, plasma
production and diagnostics are described in section 2.Open field line configuration presented in this study and
resulting quasi-stationary equilibrium scenario is discussed in section 3. A description of the time-averaged
background profiles is given in section 4. Basic statistical properties of the observed fluctuations exhibiting
universal statistical properties and identification of intermittent structures are described in section 5. Spatio-
temporal evolution of density (blobs and holes) and potential structures andmechanismof blob formation are
given in section 6. A correlation analysis performed to verify the conditional averaging results is also provided in
this section. Finally, the results are summarized in section 7.
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2. Experimental setup anddiagnostics

The schematic of the experimental setupTHORELLO is shown infigure 1. It is a SMTdevice with amajor radius
of R = 400mmand aminor radius of a = 87.5mm, and the toroidal geometry of the vacuumvessel is realized
by combining four toroidal sectors. A set of 56 evenly spaced toroidal field coils, is used for the generation of
maximum toroidal field (Bj) of up to 0.2 T. Plasma is produced using thermionic discharge by a hot tungsten
filament emission. The plasma source consists of a 13.5 turns conical spiral of tungsten braidedwire aligned to
themagneticfield. The spiral has an oval extension of 1.9 cmby 2.6 cm in the plane perpendicular to the
magnetic field, placed inside the torus approximately at a z,( ) = (−10,30)mm,where a and z are the radial and
vertical plane coordinates. Discharge in the system is ignited by biasing the filament, acting as cathode,
negatively at a potential of−90Vwith respect to thewalls and to the grounded limiter (a 150mmdiameter
hollowdisk). Two additional circular coils, each having a radius of 800mm inHelmholtz arrangement, are fixed
in a plane parallel to the equatorial planewith a vertical separation of 800mm for the purpose of creating a
vertical field (BZ). Hydrogen gas, injected into the chamber up to afill pressure P 4 10 4 ´ - mbar.

The diagnostics for the time-resolvedmeasurements discussed in this work have been carried out using
electrostatic Langmuir probes. One-dimensionalmeasurements are performed using a radiallymovable 3 pins
probe, scanning a diameter inclined 30° in the poloidal section. The 2Dmeasurements of the complete poloidal
section are obtained using a L-shaped probe,moving radially and rotating about its axis [48]. Both probes carry a
5mm long and 0.3mmdiameter tungstenwire used as a sensing tip. Langmuir characteristicsmeasurements are
acquired by summing up nearly 64 probe current curves by sweeping the probe potential of 100V in 0.1 s, which
is used for the estimation of plasma parameters such as plasma density (ne), electron temperature (Te),floating
potential (Vf ) and plasma potential (VP). For thefluctuation analysis, time series of density fluctuations are
measuredwith probe biased at−90V so as to collect the ion saturation current signal. Floating potential
fluctuations are recordedwith a probe terminated at high impedance. Generally, time series are digitized at a
sampling rate of 2MHzwith a data length of 2.05 106 points by a digital scope. To obtain information about the
spatio-temporal evolution offluctuating structures, we performed a conditional sampling analysis [49] (see
section 6). In thesemeasurements, the oblique probefixed at a z,( ) = (25,15)mmis used as the reference probe
to trigger the events of interest, while the L-shaped probe scans thewhole poloidal locationswith a resolution of
10mm.

Figure 1.The schematic of the experimental device THORELLOand diagnostics (probes) is shown. A poloidal cross-section is shown
separately (lower left inset), where 2Dmeasurements were performed using the L-shaped probe. 1D radialmeasurements are obtained
by a three pins probemoving along an oblique diagonal, shown as a dashed line in the poloidal section. The letters a and z denote the
horizontal (radial) and vertical axes, respectively.
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3.Openfield line configuration and quasi-stationary equilibrium

Unlike tokamak, plasma confined by closed field lines in SMTs are not inMHDequilibriumdue to the lack of
rotational transform. The vertical electric field, arising from the charge polarization due to curvature and
gradient inmagneticfield, drifts the entire plasma radially outwards, reducing confinement. The presence of
E Br ´ j plasma rotation has been suggested as amechanism to short-circuit charge accumulation via transport
from top to bottom and vice versa, allowing to obtain a steady plasma state in purely SMT configuration.
Recently, it was demonstrated that SMTs inHelimak configuration limits the build-up of the vertical electric
field effectively, allowing to establish a quasi-stationary equilibrium [45]. Here, the conventional closed field
lines are opened up by the application of a verticalmagnetic field, superimposed to the toroidalmagnetic field.
Field lineswithin the device, which nowhave a pitch angle, intersect the limiter or thewalls at both the top and
the bottomof the vessel thus drawing a parallel current. The plasma is then confined by the current which can
flow through a closed loop, via a conducting limiter or vessel, for significantly longer time than the purely
toroidal field line leading the profiles to be vertically elongated. Themagnetic configuration is controlled by the

resultantmagnitude of the field, B B BZ
2 2 1 2( ) /= +j and by the open helicalfield linemaximal length

L a2 ,c
B

BZ
( )= j the pitch ratio r .B

B

B
Z∣ ∣= Alternatively, it can be expressed through the pitch R2 ,B

B
Z∆ ( )p=
j

the

distance between points of twonearby toroidal field lines in the same poloidal plane or N a2 ,∆/= the
maximumnumber of toroidal turns of themagnetic field lines within the vessel.

In the present study, we have explored the intermittent structure dynamics inHelimak configuration for a
vertical field ofmagnitude B 0.3mT,Z = superposed to a toroidal field Bj= 40mT,where thefield line is
characterized by L 2333c = cm, r 7.5 10 ,B

3 ´ - Δ;1.88 cm and N 9.= For the sake of simplicity, Lc is
assumed to be constant and estimated at the poloidal center since it is known that Bj∝ 1/R.This selection of the
vertical field is based on the following information inferredwhile varying BZ fromminimumof zero to the
maximumpossible value. By increasing BZ from zero, a steady increase in themagnitude of plasma parameters is
observed till either B 0.4Z = mTor N 7= (L 1750cmc = and r 0.01B = ) is reached. Above this value, the
magnitude of the parameters drops abruptly, as well as a significant change in topology of the plasma profile is
observed. For example, for any value of the appliedmagnetic field, in the range B0 0.4z  mT, the 2Dprofile
of plasma potential is characterized by a typical parabolic well geometry, with values increasing towards the
limiter from itsminimum,while the shape of the potential well changes fromparabolic to canyon-shaped,
aligned in the z-direction for stronger vertical fields. It is identified that below 0.4mT, the plasma dynamics is
dominated by a cross-field perpendicular loss and above it is governed by a direct parallel loss. The vertical field
magnitude, B 0.4Z = mT, is the threshold value at which both losses are comparable. The observations, in
agreementwith three-dimensional globalfluid simulations, that above and below the threshold, the background
instabilities are identified as: Resistive interchangewith k 0|| ¹ and ideal interchange with k 0,|| = respectively
[50]. The present study is performed in the region B0 z 0.4mT in order to explore the intermittent
dynamics in the perpendicular loss-dominated regime, while the blob dynamics in the other regime (N 7< ) has
been explored earlier in other devices [23]. Early studies in other thermionic discharges showed that when the
vertical field BZ is increased above a threshold valuefluctuations levels were drastically reduced [28, 51, 52]. The
effect of variation in the vertical field on plasma profile, turbulent dynamics, shearflow, parallel flow, spectral
and statistical properties, blob transport, and instabilities will be discussed in the forthcoming publications.

4. Time averaged plasmaprofiles fromLangmuir probe analysis

Two-dimensional time-averaged background plasma profiles obtained in the poloidal cross-section are shown
infigure 2. Plasma parameters were extracted byfitting the Langmuir characteristics using electron current to
estimate the density and themaximumof the slope position to estimate the plasma potential. The grid locations
at which themeasurements are carried out is shown infigure 2(a) (black circles). As it is apparent, the density
profile, ne (figure 2(a)) is asymmetric and peaks near the center, having the shape of a cone in the cross-section.
Themeasured density profiles show a slope towards the edges, with values in the range n 1 10 me

16 3 ´ - to
n 2 10 m .e

17 3 ´ - It should be noted that estimations of parameters in the vicinity of the filament shadow, i.e.
around a 10= - mm, are affected by the current deformation by high energy primary electrons. The top-left
and top-right regions of the profile are characterized by a very low-density feeble plasma.On the other hand, the
electron temperature, Te (figure 2(b)) shows a localized peak at (−5,15)mm, slightly lower respect to the
filament shadow,with its value varying in the range (1–9) eV towards the center. Figure 2(h) shows thefloating
potential profile where a similarly localized potential well reaching aminimumvalue of−60V is observed
approximately at the same location. The plasma potential shows amore extended shape. Theminimumof the
plasma potential, V ,p is observed at the center of the lower half of the poloidal cross-section. Figures 2(d)–(f)
show the surface plots of n ,e Te andV ,P respectively for an alternative view. The observed values ofVP varies from
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−4V, at the bottomof the potential well, to+4V at the edges, creating a gradient inVP and resulting in an
inhomogeneous electric field E .r This produces an overall E B´ drift velocity fieldwhich rotates the plasma
asymmetrically in the clockwise direction (figure 2(i)). The electron pressure, P ,e is also vertically elongatedwith
a slope towards both sides as in the case of electron temperature (figure 2(g)). The vertically elongated nature of
the plasma profiles is attributed to the helicalfield lines, and is a key signature of a quasi-stationary equilibrium.

Figures 2(j)–(l) show, respectively, 1D plasma potential, E B´ velocity derived fromV ,P and electric field
shear E x/¶ ¶ measured along an inclined line using the oblique probe described infigure 1. The shape broadly
agrees with the two dimensional field and it shows amildly asymmetric potential well centered near the center. It
can be observed that the E B´ velocity peaks in the lowfield side (LFS) at x= 15mm (x being the radial
coordinate) given by 6 km s−1 downwards, and at the point x 5 - mm, it changes sign representing the
location of the shear layer (figure 2(l)), i.e., the regionwhere poloidal velocity shear ismaximum.While
comparing these observations with 2D E B´ flowfield shown infigure 2(i), we can see that the shear layer and
region ofmaximumelectric field form a poloidally elongated region in the LFS, with the shear layer
approximately 20mm inside. To better characterize theflow regime, we have calculated the radially and

Figure 2.Two dimensional profiles of plasma parameters obtained in the poloidal cross-section are shown.First row (a)–(c): Density
(ne), electron temperature (Te) and plasma potential (VP). Second row (d)–(f): Values corresponding to that of the surface plots.Third
row (g-i): Plasma pressure,Pe, and floating potential, V ,f and 2D E B´ velocity field. Fourth row (j)–(l): 1D plasma potential, 1D

E Bn ´ and electricfield shear, E x/¶ ¶ measured diagonally using oblique probe.
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vertically averaged profiles to estimate the poloidal and radial velocity shears, Ea¢ and E .z¢ It turns out that our

plasma state broadly agrees with the condition z
E

B a
E

B
a zn n¢ ~ > ¢ ~
¢ ¢

[24]. To put our plasma regime in

perspective, we have also estimated the other physical parameters associatedwith the current experiment in the
regionwhere electric field ismaximumare as follows. The ion sound speed, C 2.19 10s

4= ´ m s−1, electron
plasma frequency, f 2.01 10 Hz,pe

9= ´ ion plasma frequency, f 4.70 10 Hz,pi
7= ´ electron cyclotron

frequency, f 1.12 10 Hz,ce
9= ´ ion cyclotron frequency, f 6.08 10 Hz,ci

5= ´ electron-neutral collision
frequency, f 14.4 10 Hz,en

6= ´ ion-neutral collision frequency, f 6.4 10 Hz,in
3= ´ electron gyro-radius,

1.03 10 me
4r = ´ - and ion gyro-radius, 4.4 10 m.i

3r = ´ -

5. Basic statistical properties offluctuations:moments of the distributions

Examples of typical raw Isat andVf time-seriesfluctuations, cropped for 5ms duration, from five different
spatial locations, (a, z), are shown infigure 3. This is a sub-set of the completemapping of the poloidal cross-
section, whichwas coveredwith evenly spaced 170 locations.

Figures 4(a), (b) show the poloidal cross-section profile of themean of ion saturation current, I ,sat¯ and
floating potential,V ,f¯ fluctuations reconstructed from thewhole data-set. TheVf¯ profile ismore or less similar
to thatmeasured from the Langmuir characteristics as shown infigure 2(h). The Isat¯ appeared to be expanding
towards the bottomof the poloidal section as in the case of time-averaged density profile, but it is characterized
by a two lobes contours in low and highfield side (HFS). This possibly depends on the observed deformation of
the Langmuir characteristics where primary electrons coming from the filament are collected. Figures 4(c), (d)

show, respectively, density, ,n

n

I

I
sat rms

sat

,˜
¯

˜
¯~ and potential, eV kT ,f e˜ / fluctuation level, where I I I .sat sat sat˜ ¯= - Large

density fluctuationswithfluctuation level as high as 60% are observed in the LFS, as well as over a small region in
theHFS.Whereas fluctuations are relatively small and as low as 10% inmajor portion of theHFS.On the other
hand, potential fluctuation level exceeds 50% in the LFS, remaining small in thewholeHFS. The observed level
offluctuations indicates the typical good curvature and bad curvature aspect of theHFS and LFS of toroidal
devices, respectively [53].

The locations, also indicated infigure 4maps, include both the LFS andHFS edges (1,5), as well as three
locations at the boundary of the central plasma column and potential well (2–4). The Isat fluctuations at location
#1 and#5, are dominated by upward going events (compared to themean), which indicate the possible
characteristics of blobs. Apart from the direct visualization of the signals as reported in [6, 7], it can be verified
using a number of different techniques such as higher ordermoments of PDF and conditional averaging in
probe-based studies. In order to obtain the PDF, the time series xi isfirst normalizedwith respect to its rms value
and then a histogram is constructed by distributing its data samples of uniformly sized intervals. The probability
is then determined as the ratio between the number of samples in each interval and total number of samples. In
addition to thefirst twomoments, i.e.mean (x̄) and standard deviation (σ), the third and fourthmoments, the
skewness (S) and the excess kurtosis (K) arewidely used. They are defined as follows:

Figure 3.Raw ion saturation current, Isat (left) andfloating potential, Vf (right)fluctuations recorded atfive different spatial locations
(1 to 5 from top to bottom) in the poloidal cross-section. From top to bottom, the respective locations are: (a, z)=(39.1,20), (12.7,
−20), (−22,40), (−26,−30) and (−56.4, 0)mm.
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For the abovementioned signals infigure 3, themeasured S andK values for locations#1 and#5 are:
S=4.29, K= 25.9, and S=2.88, K=14.9, respectively. These values indicate the non-Gaussian nature of the
distributions, dominated by a positive tail (S>0) of the probability distribution function (PDF), whichmay be
interpreted as blobs. At the same time,fluctuations at#3 and#4 are composed ofmostly negative events as
evident from the values, S=−1.34 andK=6.13, and S=−0.41, K=3.32, respectively, whichwe tentatively
interpret as describing holes. On the other hand, for the signal at location#2, equal numbers of positive and
negative fluctuations are observed, i.e., blobs and holes are formed in equal numbers, however showing a
Gaussian PDF (S andK∼3). The observed zero value of S at#2 is understood as such location corresponding to
the region of blob birth [22]. At the same time, strong negative intermittent features are observed for
Vf fluctuations nearly at all locations.

To identify the spatial extent of blob and hole region, 2Dprofiles of S andK are obtained from Isat˜
fluctuations as shown infigures 5(a), (b), where the former is overlappedwith Isat˜ level offluctuation. Three
regions can be identified infigure 5. A poloidally elongated region in the LFS having a length of∼6 cm andwidth
of∼2 cmwithmoments as high as S=5.3 andK=47, respectively, represents the region ofmaximum
probability of occurrence for blob events. This region lies parallel but outside the region ofmaximum electric
field (see figure 2(i)), but also at the outside edge ofmaximum fluctuation amplitude region, as it can be seen
from the overlapped contour. Secondly, a vertically elongated regionwith S<0, indicated using red dashed
contour, represents the hole zone. Third, lying between the other two regions, a zone characterized by S 0,»
which also corresponds roughly to locationwhere large velocity shears happen.

Figure 4.Time series offluctuationsmeasured in the poloidal cross-section: (a)Average ion saturation current, I ,sat¯ and (b)floating
potential, V .f¯ (c)The density and (d)floating potential fluctuation level. Five particular locations are indicated in themaps, whichwill
be discussed in the text.
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Further, an attemptwas taken to identify the dominantmodes. FFTswere calculated for each time series.
They generally show a low-frequency peak, in (10−20) kHz range, slightly changing at different locations.
Figure 5(c), shows the spatial distribution of the peak spectral power in the 2Dpoloidal cross-section estimated
from the autopower spectrumof the normalized signal. Since it almost coincides with the regionswhere large
fluctuation levels are observed, we could conclude that these correspond to zones dominated by an almost single
modewith frequency component of∼13 kHz.Wemeasured simultaneously ion saturation and floating
potentialfluctuations along the inclined line shown infigure 1.We calculated the cross-phase angle for the peak
frequency, I VAng , ,sat fϴ (˜ ˜ )= which is displayed infigure 5(d). It could be noticed that 900ϴ > in the LFS
regionwhere spectral power peaks. This indicates that the dominantmode has an interchange nature
[39, 54, 55]. Additional studies suggest that the observed Isat˜ fluctuations exhibit a universal parabolic
characteristic between S andK for intermittent turbulent fluctuations [7, 56–59]. Figure 6 shows S versus K of
Isat signals estimated fromnearly 170 locations over the complete poloidal cross-section as a function of relative
amplitude offluctuations. A unique parabolic feature is observed in the plot which can befittedwith a second-
order quadratic polynomial, K=1.4 S2+0.14 S+2.89, indicating the significance offluctuationwhile
making a comparisonwith that of SOL of tokamak.

6. Conditional sampling and spatio-temporal evolution of turbulent structures

Although previous section provides information about the regionwhere blobs and holes exist, but the
generationmechanism, spatio-temporal evolution, propagation etc are unclear. In this section, conditional
averaging analysis of Isat˜ andVf˜ fluctuations are used to reconstruct the snapshot of 2D structures at different
time to investigate these aspects. Additional details of conditional averaging analysis technique can be found
elsewhere [49, 60, 61]. This technique extracts coherent part of the fluctuation from asynchronous
measurements taken fromdifferent spatial locations. It involves simultaneousmeasurement of time series
signals from afixed (reference) probe and a scan probe. In our data, the latter one scans thewhole poloidal plane
under investigation. Then an averaging is performed based on the event selection and the threshold set at the

Figure 5.Maps of the poloidal cross-section profiles of (a) Skewness (S) and (b)Kurtosis (K) of Isat fluctuations. Figure 5(a) is
overlappedwith corresponding density fluctuation level (dotted lines). To get a clear topological view, K distribution in the poloidal
section is limited toK=10. (c)Distribution of spectral power for the dominant frequency component. (d)The cross phase between
density and potential fluctuations along the diagonal described in the system schematic.
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reference probe. Similar routine for time series fromwhole poloidal cross-section helps in reconstructing the 2D
structure for different time delay.

Illustration of one such averaging performed at one location in the poloidal cross section for the Isat˜ signal is
shown infigure 7. The lower panel shows a 2000μs segment of Isat˜ reference probe time series from afixed
location of (a , z)=(25, 15)mmand the upper panel shows the same from the scan probewhen it was located at
(a , z)=(12.7,−20)mm. For a threshold condition of 2.5σ set at the reference probe signal (horizontal dashed
line), analysis detects two events (two blobs since the probe triggered for upward going events at+2.5σ), marked
as event-1& event-2 as shown in figurewhereσ is the standard deviation of the signal [34]. The threshold values
were chosen as a compromise between having enough events in the reference probe time series (here never less
and generally about 1000) and enough largefluctuation amplitudes.We also checked that increasing the

Figure 6. Skewness of nearly 170 Isat signalsmeasured from the complete poloidal profile plotted against respective kurtosis value as a
function of relative amplitude offluctuation. A unique statistical relation between both is drawn using a second order polynomial.

Figure 7. Illustration of the procedure for identifying an event and obtaining cross conditional average of a time series is shown. Top
traces shows the time series of amoving probe signal and bottom trace shows that of a ref. probe signal obtained simultaneously.
Events are idenfifiedwhen the amplitude exceed selected threshold of 2.5σ. Two pairs of vertical green line indicate the the time
window ofwidth 2τ=400μs selected around two event.
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thresholdwill not affect the observed temporal evolution of the intermittent structures. A timewindowof
τ=200μs is then selected around such events. This time interval length is larger than the typical
autocorrelation time of the corresponding fluctuations. The same procedure is performed over thewhole length
of the time series to identify such events. In this study, the number of blob events detectedwas approximately
between 1100 and 1400 for a signal of one second duration at different poloidal location. The corresponding
scan probe time series data is then averaged to eliminate the contribution offluctuations not correlatedwith the
event selected at the reference position gives the conditionally averaged (CA) density fluctuation or blob pulse at
that particular location. Similarly, for the detection of hole events a threshold of−1.5σ is used at the reference
probe.

Beforemoving to the 2D reconstruction, figure 8 provides 1Dwaveform (time history) of conditionally
averaged Isat˜ andVf˜ fluctuation from few selected areas of interest as it is useful to extract someuseful
information such as pulse shape, evolution and estimation of propagation velocity.

Figure 8(a) shows the timewaveforms of Isat˜ andVf˜ derived by performing conditional averaging for blob

events of the signal at the reference probewith itself (autoconditional average, ACA [20]), i.e.,C(I Iref ref˜ ˜* ) to be
comparedwith thefloating potential signal, I VC ,ref f( ˜ ˜ )* obtainedwhen the scan probe is at the reference probe

location. ACAof Isat˜ signal yields an asymmetric large amplitude positive pulsewith itsmaximumat 0μs. This
blob structure is characterized by a steep rise at∼14μs and a slow decay up to 56μs, effectively giving a time scale
width of∼70μs. Thismere positive pulse over a constant background density indicates the passage of an isolated
blob strucutre across this location.On the other hand, theVf˜ waveformhas both aminimumand amaximum

values. Theminimumvaluewith an amplitude of∼−5V exists at the same location as Isat˜ maximum, and the
maximumvalue occurs to the left of it with an amplitude of∼4V.This implies that within the given time range of
[−50,50]μs, the potential structure changes frompositive to negative at the reference probe location. The
remaining plots show the cross conditional averaging (CA) between reference probe and scan probe,
C (I Iref scan˜ ˜* ), and the scan probe location is shown in the insets offigure 8.

An effort is taken to examine the timewaveform in the blob region orwhere skewness is high as shown in
figure 8(b). Themaps are characterized by a pulse shape having a steep leading edge and a trailingwakewithflat
base. This puremonopole distribution of high-density structure over a low-density background clearly indicates
the passage of blobs along this region. The steep leading edge and trailingwake are attributed to the sheared flow
pattern produced as the blob interacts with the background density. Note that the leading edge is to the left and
blob structure peaks at (−2, 1, 4, 8, 14)μs for pulses shown from left to right, implying outward clockwise
motionwith respect to the reference probe pulse (0μs). The time scale width and amplitude decreased as it
approaches the edge indicating the decay of the blob structure during itsmotion as well as with progress in time.
The poloidal velocity of the blob structure in this region can be estimated bymeasuring the time delay of
propagation and is given by∼3.75 km s−1. This value is of the order of background E Bn ´ measured from the
equilibriumprofile. In a similarmanner, waveforms generated in the horizontal plane along z=20mmare
shown infigure 8(c). Unlike the previous case, it shows that the positive fluctuation is anticipated by a significant
negative part,meaning that the structure here is not a pure blob as seen in the previous case, but it consists by

Figure 8. (a)The conditional averaged Isat˜ and Vf˜ waveform at the reference probe, i.e., autoconditional average. Cross conditionally
averagedwaveform,C (I Iref scan˜ ˜* ), in: (b)The regionwhere skewness ismaximum; (c) along a horizontal line; (d) the hole region. The
location of data collected are shown in the insets.
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dipolar structuremoving across the selected location. Further, waveform in the high-density region is shown in
figure 8(d), indicating thewaveform is dominated by downward going pulse, a signature of a,mostly isolated,
hole. Since the plasma column is a rotating one, drawing a conclusion on the 2D structure and its trajectory can
be obtained by looking at the conditional averaged signal of thewhole poloidal section, with time delay between
−30μs and 20μs. This is the timewindowbywhichCAhas the highest statistical confidence.

6.1. Blob structures
Snapshots of spatio-temporal evolution of densityC I I,ref scan( )  (1st and3rd columns) andpotential C I V,ref scan( ) ~

(2ndand 4th columns) structures in thepoloidal section between time delay−30μs and 20μs is shown infigure 9.
Positive structures are highlightedusing solid black contour andnegative structures are isolatedwithdashedwhite
contour. The location of the reference probe ismarked in thefirst picture,figure 9(a). A general trendobserved in
thedensity structure is that both positive andnegative structure exist simultaneously in space and are tightly
coupled and rotating in the clockwise direction. Figure 9(a), depicts that at−30μs, a negative structure occupies
most of the LFSwhile a positive structure exists in theHFSwith itsmaximumamplitude region is in the shear layer.
As the time progresses, the structure rotates clockwise but the radially elongatedpart of the positive structure
breaks into two,figures 9(a)–(e), by the differential stretching exertedby thebackground instantaneous E B´
fieldwhich is shownusing overlappedflowfield infigure 9(d). During this process, different parts of the structure
eithermove inopposite direction ormovewith relative velocity causing the leading part of the structure detach

Figure 9. Spatio-temporal evolution of density (1st and 3rd columns) and potential structures (2nd and 4th columns), for time delay
between−30μs and 20μs, generated for a threshold of+2.5σ. Time averaged potential contour is overlapped in (c) and (o) and that
of E×Bflowfield is shown in (n). Fluctuating E×Bflow field is overlapped in every snapshot of potential structure and also in (d).
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from the trailing part. The leadingpart of the structure in the shear layer region emerges out as an isolated blob
structure.At the same time, it shouldbenoticed that during this process, the negative structure ismostly
propagating insideor along the contour corresponding toVP=0 as shown infigure 9(c) (contour is overlapped).
The isolated blob is then convectedwithin theLFS outside of theVP=0 contour.

As shown infigures 9(k)–(o), the structure undergoes an elongation, its amplitude decays and it is ultimately
ejected to the limiter at 20μs. Blob structure havingmaximumamplitude is observed at 0μs where its length is
nearly equal tominor radius of the system and having awidth of∼2 cm. The potential structures given at every
time delay depicts amodification of the background E×B velocity field that is in broad agreementwith the
observed density structure propagation. Unlike the density structure, potential structure ismostly dominated by
monopole structure in space. For example, at−30μs, the potential structure consists of a positive structure,
while negative structure is nearly absent. This has amaximumpotential of∼+7V at the center, whose
corresponding fluctuating E×B velocityfield dictates a rotation in a counter clockwise direction, for negative
density structure in the LFS as seen in figure 8(a). Similarly it happens at 0μs, with a potential structure which is
dominated by a negative structure with a potentialminimumof∼−9.5 V at the center and the derived
fluctuating E×Bfield is in the clockwise direction as displayed infigure 9(p).

6.2.Hole structures
In a similar way, hole dynamics is studied by triggering the events at the reference probe by setting a threshold of

1.5s- Infigure 10, the 1st and 3rd columns represent the density structures, and 2nd and 4th denote the

Figure 10. Spatio-temporal evolution of density (1st and 3rd columns) and potential strucutres (2nd and 4th columns) for time dealy
between−30μs and 20μs, generated for a threshold of−1.5σ. Time averaged potential contour is overlapped in (d) and (i), and
fluctuating E×Bflowfield is overlapped in every snapshot of potential structure.
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potential structure. In the case of hole events, initially, as infigure 10(a), there is no density structure correlated
with the reference signal in the poloidal cross-section. As the time progresses, the hole structure gains in
amplitude and begins to expand in the LFS, figures 10(b)–(d), while the positive structure, being a narrow one,
gets elongated in the shear layer. Unlike the case of blob structure observed in the previous section at 20μs, the
hole structure is not getting lost to the limiter butmoves along theVp=0 potential contour, figures 10(d)–(k),
and driven back to themain plasma as shown infigure 10(l). It should be noted that the potential structure and
derived fluctuating E×Bfieldmodify the density structure propagation in the opposite way respect to the case
of blobs, in broad agreement with the different evolution reported.

Trajectories of both blob and hole are compared infigure 11, and shown over the time-averaged E×B drift
field. Data show that at−10μs both blob (positive structure infigure 9) and hole (negative structure infigure 10)
exist nearly at the same location in the poloidal cross section. But as the time progresses, the hole structuremoves
faster along themaximum radial electric field region, while the blob structure is propagating outside this region.
At 5μs, both are spatially separated by nearly∼40mmand 20μs, the blob reaches the edge of the plasmawhile
the hole structure is driven back to themain plasma.

6.3. Cross-correlation analysis
It is known that statistical uncertainties can largely affect identification of large-scale structures when analysis is
performed using the two-point correlationmethod [25]. Sincewe have seen large-amplitude fluctuations in the
system, the cross-correlationmethod can still be used as a useful tool to confirm thefindings of the conditional
averagingmethod. Cross-correlation, Cr between simultaneously acquired scan probe signal and reference
probe signal is shown infigure 12 for density and potential fluctuations, i.e. C I I,ref scan( )  andC I V, .r ref scan( ˜ ˜ ) The

first row represents C I I,r ref scan( ˜ ˜ ) and the second rowdenotes C I V, ,r ref scan( ˜ ˜ ) for time delays (−30, 0, 20)μs,
respectively. Infigure 12(a), a negative correlation, with C I I,r ref scan( ˜ ˜ )<−0.6, and a positive correlation of∼0.5
are observed in the LFS and near the center respectively. At 0μs delay, correlations as high as 0.8 and as low as
−0.7 are observed simultaneously.With increase in time delay, the positive correlation drops, as the structure
propagates towards the limiter. In general, the cross-correlation plots agreewith the conditional averaging
observations but they slightly overestimate the size and lifetime of the structures. This was observed comparing
the structure at 10μs and 20μs in the cross-correlationwith those reconstructed by the conditional averaging
analysis. The length of the structure is larger than the systemminor radius andwidth is larger than∼2 cm.
Further, the density structures aremostly localized isolated structures and they have a higher correlation along
the poloidal direction than along the radial direction, with typical correlation times of 10–20μs. Likewise,
C I V,r ref scan( ˜ ˜ ) yields nearly a similar structure as observed in conditional sampling. Unlike C I I, ,r ref scan( ˜ ˜ )
simultaneous existence of bothmaximumandminimum is not observed for C I V,r ref scan( ˜ ˜ ) for a given time
delay, indicating that they have either a single vortex nature, or that floating potentialfluctuations havemore
extended nature rather than just being local ones.

Figure 11.Trajectories of blob (red square) and hole (blue square) are shown over the time averaged E×Bfield.
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7. Summary and conclusions

In summary, experiments are performed in the simplemagnetized toroidal plasma device THORELLO to
investigate the dynamics of large-scale coherent structures in density and potential fluctuations in an openfield
line configuration.Open helicalmagnetic field line configuration in the system is realized by superposing a
vertical field to the purely toroidal field. In the reported experiments the opened upfield lines are then
characterized by a connection length of L 2333c » cm and pitch ratio r 7.5 10 .B

3» ´ - Aquasi-stationary
equilibrium is established by the helical field results in vertically elongated equilibriumplasma profiles with
significant gradients in density, potential and electron temperature. The equilibrium electricfield arising from
the negative biasing of the sourcemakes the hydrogen plasma rotating asymetrically with E B´ poloidal
velocity shear in the system in the direction of electron diamagnetic drift. This plasma configurationwas not
experimentally investigated yet. Large amplitude fluctuations are observed in the lowfield side. Statistical
analysis of ion saturation currentfluctuations indicated the existence of strong localized intermittent
fluctuations in the system. A low-density region in the LFS is characterized by upward going positive fluctuations
(comparedwith themean) or density enhanced structures termed as blobfilaments. Downward going events or
holes are detected in the high-density core plasma region. An intermediate region, separating both holes and
blob region is identifiedwith fluctuations havingGaussian statistics considered as blob birth zone. Further,
detailed conditional sampling analysis is performed to investigate the spatio-temporal evolution of density and
potential structures. Conditionally averaged density fluctuations are characterized by amonopole blob pulse
having a steep leading edge and a trailingwake in the strong positive intermittent layer. Analysis shows density
structures propagate in a poloidal trajectory in the clockwise directionwith background E B´ velocity. A
differential stretching arising from the backgroundfluctuating field, breaks the poloidally elongated structure in
the vicinity of the shear layer. The structure breaks off from the elongated structure and it emerges as an isolated
blobwhich then propagates into the lowfield side by the background E B´ drift. These structures have long
spatial correlation along the plasma flowdirection in the lowfield sidewith approximate length of the order of
systemminor radius. Advection of blobs to thewalls is observedwhen they propagate beyond the last closed
equipotential contours, which is accompanied by simultaneous inward propagation of holes whichwas always
found tomove along or inside the same contour. The derived fluctuating potential structure supports the blob
and hole propagation since the direction offluctuating E B´ velocity fieldwithin the structure is clockwise and

Figure 12.Two dimensional profile of the cross-correlation function, Cr between the reference probe and the scan probe for: (a)–(c)
Cr (I ,ref˜ Iscan˜ ), and (d)–(f) Cr (I ,ref˜ Vscan˜ ) for time delay (−30, 0, 20)μs, respectively.
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counter-clockwise for negative and positive structures, respectively. Cross-correlation analysis is in broad
agreementwith conditionally averagedmaps.
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